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SUMMARY 
Three semi - empirical aerodynamic stall models are compared with respect 
to their lift and moment hysteresis loop predication, limit cycle behavior 
prediction, easy implementation, and feasibility in developing the parameters 
required for stall flutter prediction of advanced turboprops. For the compar-
ison of aeroelastic response prediction including stall, a typical section 
model and a plate structural model are considered. The response analysis 
includes both plunging and pitching motions of the blades. 
In model A, a correction to the angle of attack is applied when the angle 
of attack exceeds the static stall angle. In model B, a synthesis procedure 
is used for angles of attack above static stall angles and the time history 
effects are accounted through the Wagner function. In both models the lift 
and moment coefficients for angles of attack below stall are obtained from 
tabular data for a given Mach number and angle of attack. In model C, referred 
to as the ONERA model, the lift and moment coefficients are given in the form 
of two differential equations, one for angles below stall and the other for 
angles above stall . lhe parameters of these equations are nonlinear functions 
of the angle of attack. The effects of vortex ·· shedding, an important feature 
of dynamic stall, are not considered in model A, accurately considered in model 
B, and approximately considered in model C. However, it is oJserved that the 
high frequency, low amplitude oscillations, sweep, and high subsonic Mach num-
ber operating environment of advanced turboprops favor light stall conditions 
where the effect of vortex - shedding is less severe. This permits the use of 
simple models like models A and C in the stall flutter analysis of advanced 
turboprops. 
INT RODUCT ION 
Highly - loaded propellers, called advanced turboprops, are proposed to 
power transport aircraft at high subsonic speeds. The renewed interest in the 
propeller is brought about by the significant benefits in fuel consumption. 
Flutter analy s is of these turboprops is needed to determine the critical 
(flutter) speed below which the aircraft has to operate to avoid catastrophic 
failure. A response analysis is needed to determine the loads on the blades 
and fatigue life of a turboprop. Figure 1 shows a typical advanced turboprop 
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w1nd tunnel model. The blade 1s made th1n to 1ncrease the drag divergence 
Mach number, and is swept to reduce the local effective Mach number. The sweep 
introduces a large degree of coupling between bending and torsion, which alters 
the aeroelastic behavior. In addition, to hold propeller diameter to a rea -
sonable value, and to have high disk loading, a large number of blades are 
provided for the advanced turboprop. Consequently the turboprop has to be 
analyzed account1ng for aerodynamic interact10n between the blades. The aero -
elastic response and flutter analysis of advanced turboprops is an ongoing 
research effort at NASA Lew1s Research Center. 
Under normal conditions (ref. 1), the blade sect10ns of a conventional 
propeller are at low angles of attack, the flutter specd is high, and generally 
there is an appreciable margin of safety between the operating speed and the 
flulter speed. However, during the take - off period, the propeller blade sec -
t'lon~ may operate at high angles of attack and could be subjected to stall 
flutter, a sclf - sustained vibrat10n in a periodically separated flow cond1tion. 
lhe flutter speed at this condItion is very low, and stall flutter affects the 
fatigue life of the turboprop. Hence, predicting th1s stall flutter speed is 
a critical design task, and an appropr1ate method of analysIs of stall flutter 
is a critical research need. Prediction of flutter speeds at low angles of 
altack (classical flulter) for advanced turboprops has been performed by modi -
fying the existing analysis methods as described in reference 2. Both ana · 
lytical and experimental results are presented in reference 3. Recerltly, 
additional experimental flutter data was presented in reference 4. lhe analy -
ses included the effect of number of blades (cascades) and the blade sweep. 
However, the studies on stall flutter are few and mostly empir1cal. lhis is 
due to the complexity in modcling thc flow in a periodically separated flow 
state. 
lhe object1ve of the present effort 1s to develop stall flutter models 
for advanced turboprops. As a part of this general effort, the available 
dynamic stall models are reviewcd and applied to simple structural models to 
study the extent of the1r validHy, and to select an appropriate model for 
advanced turboprop applicat10n. In th1s report, threc dynamic stall models 
are used togeth e r with typical section and plate structural models. Their 
performance is invcst'19i-llcd from the V'I CW point of l'lft and moment hy~teresis 
loop pred'iction, limH cycle predict'lon, easy implementation and the feas'lbil 
ity of developing the corresponding stall mod els for arbitrary airfoils. lhe 
pla te model in conjurlct'ion with ils normal modes is considered in order to 
explore whether the analytical integration of the loads in the blade spanwise 
dire ct ion is feas'lble . lhe numcrical study i~ perfor'med for a single blade 
and cascade effects are not included_ 
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nondimcnsional rate of angle of attack, c~/2V 
empirical parameter, equations (20b), and (20e) 
di~tance between midchord and elastic axis, measured in semi -
chords positive towards the trailing edge. 
static lift curve slope 
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CLl 
CL2 
CU, 
CLS 
CLU 
CMl 
CM2 
CM2. 
c 
c2. 
cmc /4 
h 
M 
m 
static pitching moment curve slope at zero angle of attack 
semi - chord, m 
lift coefficient in linear range, equation (20a) 
lift coefficient in nonlinear range, equation (20b) 
lift coefficient given by linear relation, equation (20a) 
static lift coefficient 
unsteady c2., equation (18a) 
moment coefficient in linear range, equation (20d) 
moment coefficient in nonlinear range, equation (20e) 
moment coefficient given by linear relation, equation (20d) 
static moment coefficient 
unsteady cm' equation (19a) 
normal force coefficient 
chord length, m 
aerodynamic lift force coefficient 
aerodynamic moment coefficient about quarter chord 
aerodynamic moment coefficient about elastic axis 
empirical parameter, equation (19a) 
plunging degree of motion, positive downwards 
polar moment of inertia of airfoil mass about elastic axis 
torsional stiffness coefficient corresponding to pitching 
displacement 
bending stiffness coefficient corresponding to plunging 
d'isplacement 
unsteady aerodynam'lc empirical factor, equation (3) 
reduced frequency, based on semi - chord 
length of the plate, m 
Mach number, normal to leadIng edge 
mass of the airfoil per unit span 
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N number of blade segments 
NM number of normal modes 
empirical parameters for CLU, equation (lSb) 
total aerodynamic moment about elastic axis, positive nose up 
total aerodynamic lifting force, positive downwards 
01,02, ... 07 empirical parameters for CLU, equations (lSd) 
Re 
ra 
r 
S 
Smt 
s, \ 
t 
t 
tic 
U* 
v 
a 
W 
Reynold's number 
~Ialmb2, radius of gyration about elastic axis in semi - chords 
empirical parameter, equation (2Gb); radial distance on the blade 
airfoil static moment about elastic axis 
nondimensional time measured from instant of stall onset 
predicted value of sm when vortex leaves trailing edge, 
equation (16) 
reduced time, vt/b; also empirical parameter, equation (2Ga) 
thickness of the airfoil; time 
wt, nondimensional time parameter 
airfoil thickness to chord ratio 
time when dynamic stall first occurs 
nondimensional flight speed parameter 
res u ltant ve 1 oc ity = VQ2~-2 + V&, , m/sec 
free stream velocity, m/sec 
5/mb, distance between the elastic axis and the mass center 
measured in semi - chord, positive towards the trailing edge 
instantaneous angle of attack; pitching degree of motion, 
pos 'I t i ve nose up 
amplitude of oscillation, deg 
dynamic moment stall angle, equation (15), deg 
effective angle of attack, deg, equation (1) 
decay parameter, equation (3) 
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~RE 
~o 
fl~2 
t.~DS 
flCl 
tlCll ,tlC'-2 
f;,CAm,Cwm,CAt 
C~t,CAR,CwR 
p 
Q 
angle of dynamic reattachment, equation (17), deg 
angle of attack when vortex near trailing edge 
mean or initial angle of attack, deg 
static stall angle, deg 
Prandtl - Glauert number 
empirical constant, equation (lSe) normally equals O.lS 
stall delay function, equation ( 2) 
functions defined in equations ( 4 ) and ( 5) 
sh if t in angle, equation ( lSb) , deg 
sh ift in angle, equation (lSc) , deg 
incremental dynamic stall angle, equation ( 1 ) 
difference between static lift and extended linear lift 
incremental lift coefficients, equations (lSd) and (lSe) 
difference between static moment and extended linear moment 
incremental moment coefficient, equation (19b) 
dynamic parameters, equation (lSg) 
empirical parameters, equations (16) to (lS) 
empirical parameters for CMU' equation (19b) 
empirical parameter, equation (20a) 
m/1Tpb 2 airfoil - air mass ratio 
nondimensional plunging displacement 
free stream air density 
damping parameter in plunging motion 
damping parameter in pitching motion 
empirical parameter, equation (20a) 
Wagner function, equation (14) 
rotation speed, rad/sec 
w 
sign( ) 
() * 
1-.1 
r. ] 
frequency of harmonic oscillation, rad/sec 
.y<K;:/I--;;i uncoupled pitching frequency of airfoil, rad/sec 
V(Kh7m)' uncoupled plunging frequency of airfoil, rad/sec 
sign of (): either positive or negative 
a()/at 
a()/at 
a()/a, or a()/as 
d'i ago n alma t r i x 
matrix 
Stall, Dynamic Stall and Stall FluLLer 
As the angle of attack of an airfoil increases, the lift coefficient 
starts increasing. After a certain value of the angle of attack is reached, 
however, the lift drops suddenly becdu~e the flow over the airfoil separates. 
lhis is the condition of stall. lhis separation process depends on the air , 
foil shape (leading edge rad 'lu,», thickness, Reynold's number, max 'imum th 'ick , 
ness position, and Mach number. It has been recognized (refs. Sand 6) that 
there are three principal types of stall: (1) trailing edge stall, where 
there is a gradual lo ss of lift at high lift coefficient as the boundary layer 
separatio n progres ses gradually forward from the lrailing edge, (2) 1ead'lng 
edge stall, where there is an abrupt loss of lift, as the angle of attack for 
maximum lift is exceeded, with liltle or no rounding over of ttle lift curves; 
and is associated with the bursting of a laminar leading edge separation bub , 
ble, and (3) thin aIrfoil stall, where there Is a gradual loss of lift even at 
low lift coefficients, and develops when a separation bubble originates near 
the leading edge And lengthen s progressively as the angle of altack in creJse~ . 
lhe betlavlor of the lift coerr'lcient 'I n each type of static stall is shown in 
figure 2. It has also been found that trailing edge stall occurs for airfoIls 
having thickness to chord ratio tic greater than O.lS, leading edge stall 
occurs for airfoils having tic of 0.09 to O,lS, and thin airfoil stall for 
airfoils having tic less than 0,09. 
'Ihe term dynamic sLall refers to tho unst ead y separation Clnd the stull 
phenomena of an a'lrf o'll os c i Ilating inLo and out of stal l, I-igure 3 (frorn 
ref. 7), shows ttle flow f'leld structure, as well as the normal for ce and pHch 
ing moment character 'istics throughout an oscillation cycle of an airfoil during 
dynam'lc stall for an NACA 0012 airfoil.lhe predorninant feature of dynamic 
stal l (ref. 7), is the shedding of a strong vortex like disturbance from the 
lead 'ing edge region, wh'lch alters the chord wise pre'>sure distribution. 1his 
vortex moves down stream over the upper surface of the airfoil at about 35 to 
~O perce rlt of free stream velocity. lhe unsteady aerodynamic forces due to 
the passage of this vo rt i ci ty produce a lift and nose down moment, with values 
much greater than the corres pond'ing static stall loads . '!he iTlagnHude of the 
increase depends on the strength of the vortex and its distance from the sur , 
face. '!he formaUon and movement of the vortex depends on the airfoil shape, 
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angle of attack and the rate of angle of attack. The distance of the vortex 
from the airfoil depends on the rate of angle of attack and the instantaneous 
angle of attack. As the vortex leaves the trailing edge, a peak negative 
pitching moment is obtained. The airfoil then remains stalled until the angle 
of attack drops sufficiently for reattachment of the flow to occur. 
It can also be seen that airfoils during dynamic stall exhibit large hys 
teresis loops in both lift and pitching moment curves when viewed as a func -
tion of angle of attack. This means that an airfoil with positive n stalls 
at an angle a greater than the section static stall angle, ass, known as 
stall delay, while the stall recovery during negative n occurs at an angle 
less than ass. It can also be observed that the pitching moment coefficier.t 
shows loops representing contributions to negative damping (clock -wise loops) 
and positive damping (counter clock -wise loops), and a net negative damping 
may lead to divergent oscillations. It is to be noted that for oscillations 
that occur wholly below or wholly within stall, there is always positive damp -
ing. Only for oscillations about a mean angle of attack near static stall can 
the net pitch damping become negative. 
In summary, dynamic stall begins at an angle of attack greater than the 
static stall angle, followed by the shedding of vorticity from the leading and 
trailing edges. As the airfoil oscillates in and out of stall, the dynamic 
forces and moments show hysteresis and can attain values that are far greater 
than their static counterparts. the dynamic stall phenomenon and its effects 
vary depending on the airfoil shape, reduced frequency, mean angle and ampli -
tude of oscillation, Mach number, Reynold's number, type of airfoil motion, 
sweep, and three - dimensional flow effects. 
An important difference between ~tall flulter and classical flutter is in 
the character of flow. Stall flutter occurs with partial (light dynamic ~tall) 
or complete (deep dynamic stall) breakaway of the flow from the airfoil during 
at least part of every cycle of oscillation. lhis is in contrast to classical 
flutter, where the flow is attached to airfoil at all times. the essential 
feature of stall flutter is ttle nonlinear aerodynam"lc reaction to the motion 
of the airfoil" lhis nonlinear nature allows, in principle, the prediction of 
the final equilibr ·ium amplitude of v'lbrat"lon (a limit cycle). lh'ls is difrer · 
ent from classical flutter where only the ~tability boundary is usually deter -
m1ned. In short, stall flutter refers to a self - excited and self - sustained 
vibration in a periodically separated flow condition. Stall flutter also 
differs from classical flutter in that the torsional and bending frequencies 
are not necessarily close together even though both modes contribute to the 
stall flutter. 
It has also been observed in stall flutter (ref. 8) that (1) there is a 
sharp drop in critical flutter speed, (2) the flutter frequency rises towards 
the torsional frequency, (3) the motion is predominantly torsion (single degree 
of freedom flutter), and (4) the stall flutter speed reaches a minimum and 
rises until the flow is completely stalled. 
DYNAMiC STALL MOD[LING 
lhe complexity in modeling stalling is due to the following reasons: 
(1) flow separation and turbulence effects during part of the cycle of oscil -
lation; (2) a new variable, the mean angle of attack ao, is introduced into 
I 
J 
the determination of aerodynamic derivatives and automatically requires con -
sideration of the effects of Reynold's number and airfoil shape; (3) the aero -
dynamic derivatives can no longer be simply superimposed (as in classical 
flutter) i.e., the aerodynamic results of a pitching motion cannot be separated 
from those of a simultaneous translatory motion; and (4) rate of angle of 
attack effects must be included in the analysis. 
Earlier work on unsteady stalled flow has been either wholly experimental 
or consisted of empirical and semi-empirical modifications to classical 
flutter theory. These earlier studies have been based on the hypothesis that 
the decrease in flutter speed may be due to a decrease in aerodynamic torsional 
damping. Halfman, et al., (ref. 8) reviewed these methods and presented exper -
imental data for lift and pitching moment in pure pitch, and in pure plunge. 
Sisto (ref. 9) presented a nonlinear mechanics approach to the problem of stall 
flutter, and verified his predictions with experiments for both isolated and 
cascade of blades. Schnittger (ref. 10), used data of Halfman et al. to inves · 
tigate stall flutter in compressors and found that cascade effects have a sup-
pressing effect on stall. Amer and La Forge (ref. 11) developed a procedure 
for calculating blade bending moments, torsion moments, negative aerodynamic 
damping, and the lift hysteresis during stall using Halfman, et al. experi -
mental data. Baker (ref. 1) conducted experiments to measure the stall flut -
ter speeds of thin wings representative of propeller blades. Rainey (ref. 12) 
measured aerodynamic damping to investigate stall flutter. Ham (ref. 13) con -
ducted experiments to investigate stall flutter of helicopter blades . Carta 
(ref. 14) used an energy principle to calculate aerodynamic damping, and used 
Halfman et al. data at high angle of incidence for turbojet engines . 
Recent research on dynamic stall followed two approaches, one theoretical 
(refs . 15 to 32), and the other based on experimental data, references 33 to 
41 . These research efforts on dynamic stall are summarized in references 42 
to 47 . The flow elements to be included in dynamic stall modeling are dis -
cussed in reference 48. Reference 47 tabulated the dynamic stall prediction 
meth ods according to the technique used in the formulation, and roughly graded 
mo st of the models according to the salient features of each model. An updated 
ver s ion of the table is presented in table 1, from which the strengths and 
weaknesses of the models can be seen more readily. 
lhe theoretical approaches are the Navier Stokes methods, the discrete 
vor t ex methods, and coupled viscous inviscid methods (zonal methods). Navier · 
Stokes methods (refs. 15 to 11) attempt to solve the relevant equations in 
the i r fundamental form by numerical techniques. lhe discrete vortex approach 
(re f s. 18 to 24) normally ignores the viscous terms in the basic equations and 
assumes potential flow without the boundary layer. The viscous nature of the 
flow is modeled or taken into account, by the generation and subsequent induced 
transport of dIscrete combined vortices. lhe manner and location of their 
generation is normally obtained empirically or via appropriate boundary layer 
calculations. In the zonal methods (refs. 24 to 32) the various regions of 
flow, viscous, nonviscous, and transition regions, are modeled separately. In 
the numerical implementation of the model, the regions interact in an iterative 
man ner . These theoretical models require a lot of computer time and are lim· 
ited by the assumptions and restrictions of the formulation. So they are not 
sui t able in a routine aeroelastic analysis. 
Semi · empirical methods (refs. 33 to 41) based on experiments attempt to 
simulate the gross features of stall. lhey have gained much interest for the 
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following reasons: (1) they attempt to use static data with a dynamic correc-
tion. This is advantageous because static data can be easily generated and 
automatically includes the effects of Reynold's number, Mach number, and air-
foil shape. (2) They take less computer time so they can be used in a routine 
aeroe1astic analysis. 
In the published literature there are four types of models for dynamic 
stall based on experimental data (semi - empirical). The first (ref. 33) is to 
use measured data tabulated in a three - dimensional array (angle of attack, 
reduced pitch rate, reduced pitch acceleration) with an appropriate correction 
for local Mach number. This requires a large amount of data storage for each 
airfoil, frequency of oscillation and the associated interpolation. The second 
(refs. 34 and 35) is to utilize a corrected angle of attack when the angle 
exceeds the static stall angle. This correction is a function of the rate of 
change of angle of attack.* The third (refs. 37 and 38) is to reduce the 
large volume of data obtained from experiments to compact expressions (synthe-
sization). The fourth (ref. 39) is to describe the lift and moment coeffi -
cients in terms of ordinary differential equations (ONERA model). The last 
two models attempt to fit the experimental data by way of equations. It should 
be noted that in the first two models the time history of the motion is not 
taken into account. 
lhe empirical parameters used in the semi - empirical models referred above 
are usually obtained from airfoils oscillating in pitch about quarter - chord. 
However, an arbitrary motion includes both pitch and plunge motions. So stall 
modeling should include separate hand ·h terms in the identification of 
the empirical parameters. This would seem to require experiments that allow 
for plunge as well as pitch motions. But, it would certainly be convenient if 
only dynamic - pitch experiments were needed and the plunge effects could be 
derived from them by other means. Many of the existing dynamic stall modeling 
methods do not take into account this distinction. Reference 49 maintains 
that the equivalence between pitch and plunge is not valid since the way the 
stall cell forms and propagates is different in pitch and plunge. However, 
tests have shown that the equivalence between pitch and plunge is reasonable 
in light stall but not in deep stall. For more discussion on the equivalence 
of pitch and plunge see references 50 and 51. In the semi - empirical models, 
mentioned above, the ONERA model attempts to take this distinction into 
account . 
In the following the last three semi - empirical models, which are desig -
nated as A, B, and C, are described. lhese methods are selected on the basis 
of thei r availability and easy implementation. Equations are presented to 
calculate lift and pitching moment coefficients. Equations similar to those 
given for pitching moment coefficient can be used to calculate coefficient of 
drag. It is to be noted when calculating the resultant velocity on the air -
foil that the present study is restricted to nonrotating structural models, 
hence the resultant velocity is same as the free stream velocity. 
*The Mil model of reference 36, corrects the angle of attack as a function of 
rate of angle of attack, but idealizes the loading due to vortex as an impact load 
at the instant of stall occurrence. The magnitude of this impact loading is 
obtained from experiments. 
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MODEL A - CORRECTED ANGLE OF ATTACK APPROACH 
This model is presented in references 34 and 35. In this model, the 
actual angle of attack, ~, is corrected to obtain an effective angle of 
attack ~E' Then, the coefficients ci and cmc/4 ' which are functions of 
Mach number, are obtained from .static airfoil data. The correction to the 
angle of attack is a function of rate of angle of attack and is based on 
oscillating airfoil test data. 
The relation between the actual and the effective angle of attack is 
given in terms of an incremental dynamic stall angle, ~aDS' as 
( 1 ) 
lhen an empirical relation is established from experiments between 6~DS and 
the rate of angle of attack as, 
( 2) 
He re V is the resultant velocity, c is the chord of the airfoil, ~ is the 
ra t e of angle of attack, A is the nondimensional rate of angle of attack, the 
function y has to be determined empirically from oscillating airfoil test 
da t a, and K1 is given by 
K1 = 3/4 + 1/4 sign(~) ( 3) 
lhe function y is a function of Mach number, airfoil maximum thickness 
to chord ratio and has different values for lift and moment. This indicates 
that the influence of y is not the same for both lift stall and moment stall. 
From equation (2), it can be seen that y is the slope of the straight 
line representing the variation of ~~DS with ~. lhe sl)pe is constant 
fo r thicker airfoils. However, for thin airfoils, experimental data reveal 
that there are two slopes Y1 and Y2' depending on the values of ~. The 
value of ~ at which the slope changes is designated as.JiATB k' The rea 
de f initions of Y1' Y2' 6~DS' and ~TAT are schematically shown in figure 4. 
Th e values of y, for both lift stall and moment stall are listed below: 
Lift Stall 
Y2L 1.4 - 6.0 (0.06 - tic), If Mach No. < 0.4 + 5.0 (0.06 - tic) 
Y2L O. If Mach No. > 0.9 + 2.5 (0.06 - tic) 
YlL 0.5 ( 4) 
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Moment Sta 11 
Y2M 1.0 - 2.5 (.06 - tic), If Mach No . < 0.2 
Y2M o. If Mach No. > 0.7 + 2. 5 (.06 - tic) 
Y1M 0.0 ( 5) 
where subscripts Land M denote lift and moment respectively. It is to be 
noted that in the above expressions, the effect of Mach number is included in 
the definition of Yl and Y2. The variation of Y2 with Mach number is 
schematically shown in figure 4. Also based on experimental data, ~B k 
is expressed in terms of tic as rea 
.JiATBreak 0.06 + 1.5 (0.06 - tic) ( 6) 
lhe next step is to express ~aOS in terms of Yl , Y2, and ~. 
~aOS = hl(L,M) .JiAT) (sign 0..) if ..JiAT < .JiATBreak (7) 
~aOS = (Yl(L,M) ~Break + Y2(L,M) (.JiAT - ..JfATBreak»)sign (Ii) 
if .JTAT > .JTATBreak (8) 
This formulation has the effect of reducing the angle of attack for positive 
Ii, and of increasing the angle of attack for negative a. The final lift and 
moment coefficients are calculat ed as 
c2, " ( c.("E) 
. 0)-a - a E.,L c2, (9) 
c mc/4 - cm(aE,M) ( 1 0) 
is the angle of attack for zero 1 ift. where a 
c2, = 0 
It should be noted that in this formulation the effects of Mach number 
and thickness to chord ratio are explicitly includ ed. lhis will be useful in 
the application of this model directly to advanced turboprop blades, which are 
very thin, operate at different Mach numbers along the radius, and have a 
varying thickness to chord ratio along the radius. It should be noted that 
above formulation is used only when the actual angle of attack is above the 
static stall angle. This implies that after separation of the flow, the 
reattachment is assumed at static stall angle. Reference 38 observed that 
this may not reproduce the pitching moment loop correctly, thereby affecting 
the aerodynamic damping calculations. 
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MODEL B - SYNTHESIS PROCEDURE 
Reference 38 presents a synthesized approach to dynamic stall modeling. 
lhe synthesized data essentially consist of semi-empirically obtained analyti -
cal expressions representing qualitative approximations to the various observed 
physical features associated with the dynamic stall of airfoils. The model 
adequately accounts for the effects of formation and streamwise travel of the 
dynamic stall vortex. The process involves curve- fitting analytic expressions 
to the test loop data with the objective of determining the unknown parameters 
or coefficients embedded in the analytical expressions. 
Three dynamic parameters are defined to predict the dynamic stall events: 
(1) the instantaneous angle of attack, n; (2) the nondimensional rate of angle 
of attack, A; and (3) a decay parameter, nw, which accounts for the time 
history effects of the change in n, and is based on the Wagner fu nction. The 
data on which this synthesis procedure is based accounts for some effects of 
airfoil shape, Mach number, and Reynold's number. In the following, the decay 
parameter, nw is defined, then three stages of dynamic stall are identified 
and expressed in terms of the empirical parameters obtained from the synthesis 
procedure. lhe relations for unsteady lift and moment based on the above 
parameters are presented. 
Definition of nw 
For a two -dimensional airfoil going through an arbitrary change in angle 
of attack, one can describe an instantaneous effective angle of attack, nE, by using Duhamel's integral (ref. 40), 
where n(O) corresponds to the initial angle of attack, M represents Mach 
number, ~c (s,M) (Wagner function) is the response to a step change in n, 
and s is the nondimensional time given by 
s = 2V tic 
lhe decay parameter is given by 
lhe decay parameter, nw, is the difference between the instantaneous 
angle, n (s), and the effective angle nE' and, therefore, acounts for the 
time history effects of the change in n. The effect of compressibility is 
al so incorporated in the definition of nw, by defining 
- 0.0455 (1 _M2) ~c (s,M) = 1. - 0.165 e 
lhe calculation of A, and nw for sinusoidal motion and arbitrary 
mo t ion are given in the latter sections. 
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Prediction of Dynamic Stall Events 
In the published literature, three stages of dynamic stall are defined: 
(1) the onset of stall, which gives the angle at which stall starts (see 
fig. 3); (2) the vortex at the trailing edge, which gives the time (nondimen-
sional) taken for the vortex to travel to the trailing edge; and (3) the 
reattachment, the angle at which the flow reattaches to the airfoil. In the 
present model these three stages are related empirically by the nondimensional 
rate of angle of attack, A, the decay parameter, Qw, and the static stall 
angle, Qss. The values of A, Qw, and Qss correspond to the values at the 
instant of moment stall, since moment stall occurs prior to lift stall. 
Onset of stall: The angle of attack at which the stall begins is given by 
QDm = (1. + c ~ CA A + C Q ) Q m m wm wm ss ( 1 [») 
where subscript m refers to values at the point of moment stall and the 
empirical parameters c, CAm' and Cwm are obtained from curve fitted experi -
mental data. 
Vortex at the trailing edge: After the occurrence of moment stall, there 
is a significant increase in negative pitching moment due to the travel of the 
stall vortex . The maximum negative pitching moment occurs when the vortex is 
near the trailing edge of the airfoil. The time at which the vortex leaves 
the trailing edge is given by 
(17 ) 
where Smt is the total nondimensional time for the vortex to travel from the 
leading edge to the trailing edge, and the empirical parameters CAt and 
CQt are obtained from experiments. 
Reattachment: For Mach numbers < 0_4, the reattachment oc curs at an angle 
QRE which i s less than the static stall angle. At higher Mach numbers, QRE 
can be greater than the static stall angle Q
ss 
Q - (1 r. ~ C A +- C Q ) Q Rl - - AR m wR wm ss ( 1 8) 
The empirical parameters CAR and CWR are curve f1tted for a given airfoil 
from experiments. 
In summary, there are seven emp1rical parameters to predict the dynamic 
stall events and they depend on Mach number, Reynold's number, sweep angle and 
airfoil shape. 
Now the unsteady lift and moment coefficients, including dynamic stall 
effects, are expressed in terms of additional empirical parameters and are 
given below. 
Unsteady Lift Coefficient 
( 18a) 
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°1 
°2 
where 
°1 and °2 
(P1 A + P2ClW + P3) 
6Cl2 = °2Clss 
Cl 
ss 
o Cl < Cl 
- ss 
Cl 
- 1 Cl < Cl < Cl O Cl ss - m 
ss 
[:om 1] [1 -(::J] 0 < s < Smt -- m -
ss 
0 s > Smt m 
0 Cl < Cl 
ss 
Cl 1 -Cl 
ss 
Clam 1 -Cl 
ss 
[:om 
ss 
~ [ Q - Q RE ] 
1 ~TE ClR~ ClRE. < Cl < ClTE 
= 0 Cl < Cl Rt 
depend on onset of stall and reattachment. 
( 1 Sb) 
( lBc) 
( lSd) 
(lSe) 
( lSf) 
(lSg) 
In equation (lSa), ao~ is the conventional static lift curve slope. The 
sh i ft in angle of attack, 6Cll and ~Cl2' are associated respectively with the 
un steady effects below stall and with the occurrence of dynamic stall and 
reattachment. 6CLl represents the unsteady effects over static lift for 
un s talled airfoils, and 6CL2 represents the effects associated with dynamic 
stall. Equation (lSa) expresses the synthesized unsteady coefficient as a sum 
of s tatic lift coefficient, CLS ' at some shifted angle (Cl- ACll - 6Cl2) plus an 
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increment lift coefficient (lIC Ll + lIC L2 ). For unstalled cases lICL 2 and 
lIC, 2 are zero. Also Bl = 0.18, sm is time measured from the instant of the 
occurrence of dynamic moment stall. The parameters Pl through P3 and 01 
through 07 are determ1ned emp1rically by means of least squares curve fitting 
of equation (18a) with the test data. 
Unsteady Moment Coefficient 
(19a) 
( 19b) 
In equat'on (19a), aom is the static moment at zero angle of attack, normally 
zero, and eMS is the static moment coefficient about quarter chord. The 
parameters nl through n7 are determ1ned by least square curve fitting of 
the test data. For unstalled a1rfoils, the last three terms are zero. 
It should be noted that (1) the delay, the time from the onset of stat1c 
stall to actual stall, is taken into account by calculating the actual dynamic 
stall angle from the curve fitted exper1mental data, (2) the difference in 
pitching and plunging motion is not taken into account explicitly. lhe total 
angle of attack and its derivative are used 1n the formulation, and (3) vortex 
for rna t 1 0 nan d it s e f f e c t s are a c c 0 u n ted for. 
MODEL C - ON~RA MODEL 
lhe ONlRA model (ref. 39) descr1bes the lift and moment coeff1cients in 
terms of ord1nary d1fferential equations. The equations are of first order in 
the linear flow reg1rne (altached flow), and they are of third order in the 
nonlinear regime (separated flow). the third order equation s1mulates the 
pseudo inertial, pseudo damp1ng, and pseudo elastic forces of a fluid oscilla -
tor. The parameters (six for lift, and five for moment) in the differential 
equations are identified, as functions of angle of attack, by parameter iden -
tification of test data. These tests are conducted about each mean angle of 
attack at various reduced frequencies at small amplitude (zlO) of oscillation. 
lhey showed good correlation for angles of attack up to 23°. Reynold's number 
and Mach number effects are included implicitly from a static airfoil data 
base. It should be noted that a differential equation automatically accounts 
for the time- history effects. 
lhe model cons1sts of three equations that relate the lift coefficient of 
an airfoil to its angle of attack. lhey are: 
* * * ** CLl I- HLl = Hu. + X.s8 I- OCL + 58 (20a) 
(20b) 
1 !) 
* 
a = a + ~ (20c) 
where CLl and CL2 are the lift coefficients in the linear and nonlinear 
regions of angle of attack (below and above static stall angle respectively), 
a i s the total aerodynamic angle of*attack of the airfoil, a is the angle of 
attack due to pitching motion, and h/b is the angle of attack due to 
plunging motion. CL~ is the static lift coefficient in the linear region of 
angle of attack. 6CL is the difference between the extended linear lift curve 
(CL~ = ao~a) and the actual static lift curve (CLS). c~ is the resulting 
total lift coefficient as shown in figure 5. 
Similarly, the moment coefficient can be expressed as a first order dif -
ferential equation for angles below static stall angle with an additional sec -
ond order differential equation for angles above static stall angle. However, 
the first order differential equation is not necessary for moment coefficient 
since the Theodorsen function C(k) does not appear in equation for moment 
coefficient in Theodorsen's moment equation for a flat plate, reference 52, 
equation (5 - 312). lherefore the equations for moment coefficient are given as 
* * ** CMl = CM~ + sa + oa + sa (20d) 
** * * CM2 + aC M2 + rC M2 = - (r ~CM + Ea) (20e) 
cmc /4 = CMl + CM2 (20f) 
where CMl and CM2 are the moment coefficients in the linear and nonlinear 
regions of angle of attack. CM~ is the static moment coefficient in the lin -
ear region. ~CM is the difference between the extended linear curve and the 
actual static curve as shown in figure 5. cmc /4 is the resulting total moment 
coefficien t. 
In equations (20a) to (20e), the (*), (**) operators represent deriva -
ti ves with respect to nondimensional time, l ~ V t/b. The values of the 
parameters, ~, s, a, 0, r, E are different for lift and moment coefficients, 
and are obtained from wind tunnel tests. However, their general behavior can 
be identified and is presented below. 
For an airfoil with a fixed Reynold's number, and Mach number, the param-
eters ~, s, a, 0, r, E are functions of the blade angle of attack only, and 
must be determined from wind tunnel test data of the corresponding airfoils by 
parameter identification. The parameter, ~, is the time -delay parameter asso -
ciated with the lift deficiency function. It provides for changes in magni -
t ude and phase of the lift. The parameter s is the apparent mass term. The 
parameters in equations (20b) and (20e) are associated with the stall phenome-
non. In particular, a is a damping parameter; r is the frequency of the 
stall response, and E is a phase shift parameter associated with the stall 
resp onse. lhe parameters defining the differential equations showed a remark -
ably common behavior with several airfoils, that is they have shown approxi -
mately the same values for r, a, E, 0 for each airfoil, and same dependence 
on 6CL. The parameter r happens to be the same for lift and for moment. 
This means that the resonance frequency is in fact a property of the flow 
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which manifests itself in every type of force. The static values (CLS, CMS) 
can be approximated by polynomials. The static curves are very sensitive to 
airfoil shape and conditions of flow, but the unsteady characteristics are not. 
It should be noted that the stall delay time, the time from the instant 
the angle of attack exceeds the static stall angle to the occurrence of actual 
stall, is introduced explicitly while solving the equations. This is done by 
keeping the right - hand side of equations (20b) and (20e) equal to zero until 
the static stall angle is reached and the delay time is met. This delay time 
(in terms of reduced time), based on experimental data, is taken as 10 for 
lift and 5.8 for moment (see ref. 40). The effects of pitch and plunging 
motion are distinguished by separating the terms that multiply the total angle 
of attack (pitch + plunge) and that multiply the pitch rate terms. This is in 
contrast to model A and model B, where such distinction was not made. However, 
it should be noted that in the ON[RA model, the system dimension increases with 
number of integration points (3 for lift and 2 for moment), and it can be used 
in a linearized stability analysis. 
In reference 53, the equations (20a) to (20e) are used to obtain the 
dynamic response of a typical section helicopter blade, and in reference 54 to 
an entire helicopter blade. It should be noted that this type of modeling, 
expressing aerodynamic force in the form of differential equations has been 
attempted in reference 55. In particular reference 56 has used it in the 
dynamic stall analysis of helicopter blades. 
A flow chart of the three dynamic stall models is given in figure 6. 
GOV[RNING A[RO[LASTIC EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
lhis section presents the governing equations used in the aeroelastic 
study conducted with the three dynamic stall models described earlier. Three 
simple stru ctural models are considered. 
1. Cal culation of lift and moment coefficients for airfoils oscillating 
sinusoidally in pitch about quarter chord. This study wi 11 show the degree of 
correlation with published results. 
2. A typi cal section model having pitching and plunging motion. 
3. A plate model having pitching and plunging motion. 
lhe flat plate case simulates the case of an advanced turboprop while reducing 
the complexity in the structural modeling. When the aeroelastic equations are 
formulated in terms of normal modes, for example as in reference 2, the struc -
tural modeling is identical with that of flat plate. For the aerodynamic force 
calculations, the dynamic stall models require as input the angle of attack 
and its derivatives at each section along the radius. This can be easily 
implemented in the flat plate model by including the rotational effects in the 
calculation of angle of attack and its derivatives. Hence a flat plate case 
is a natural example to start with and to extend to the advanced turboprop. 
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Airfoils Oscillating Sinusoidally in Pitch About Quarter Chord 
For stall models A and C, the angle of attack and its time derivatives 
are given by 
a aO + a sin wt 
-
a w a cos wt 
.. 2 -
sin wt a - w a 
where a is the instantaneous angle of attack, ao, mean angle of attack, n 
( 21 ) 
is amplitude of oscillation, and w is the frequency of oscillation. A time 
delay of 10 for lift and 5.8 for moment is used in model C, based on the study 
of reference 40. 
~or stall model B, the angle of attack, a, nondimensional time derivative 
of angle of attack, A, and the decay parameter, aw, required in the calculation 
of the effective angle of attack are given by 
a = a
o 
+ a sin (wt) 
a
o 
+ a sin (ks) 
where k w b/V, 
A = k ~ cos (ks) 
s = Vt/b and 
0 .1 6iJJ~J1~J~.,_01.?~L + 
k2 + (1 . M2)2 (0.04S5)2 
0.165 k2 y (k,M) = - --------- - -
2 k2 ~ (1 . M2)2 (0.04S5)2 
Q .. 335_0_-_M2.tJ~ .. U 
k2 + (1 _M2)2 0.3 2 
(22) 
( 23) 
(24) 
( 25) 
(26) 
(27) 
For each time step n, the angle of attack, A and aware calculated. 
lhe angle of altack is compared with the static stall angle. If this angle is 
above the static stall angle, the lift and moment coefficients are obtained 
from corresponding equations of the three dynamic stall models. lhen the 
normal force coefficient, CN, is given by c~ cos (a). It should be noted 
that in contrast to models A and B, model C requires integration of differen · 
tia l equations. 
A lypical Section Model 
1he typical se c tion is a representative section, usually taken at 
75 percent span. Figure 7, shows a typical section oscillating in pitch and 
plunge. The plunge motion h is positive downwards, and the pitch motion a 
is positive nose up. The equations of motion can be written as 
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mh + S~ + Chh + Khh = Qh (28 ) 
.. 
Sh + Ia~ + Ca& + Kaa = Qa (29) 
where m is the mass, S is static balance, Kh is the plunge spring coeffi -
cient, Ka is the pitching spring coefficient, Ch and Ca are the mechanical 
damping in plunge and pitch respectively, Qh and Qa are the force and moment 
on the airfoil. 
-Letting t wt, and ~ = h/b, the equations can be written as 
~II - all + , ~' + (:h) 2 ~ = Qh + X 2 a h mbw 
2 
+ r ~ 2 (:n) 2 0 X f' ~" , ~' __ n_ + r t a 
mb 2} ~ ~ ~ 
With zero mechanical damping, and expressing Qh and Qa in terms of 
normal force, CN, and moment coefficients, cm' respectively, equations (30) 
and 31 can be written as 
[M] {!} II 
where k = wb/V, U* = V/bw~, ~ = m/~pb2. 
The elements of [M] and [K] are 
Mll = 1.0, 
-
-
x , 
a 
r 
a 
2 
where xa is the static unbalance, ra is radius of gyration, wh, Wa are 
uncoupled bending and torsion frequencies, p is the density of air, b is 
semi - chord, m is the mass per unit length, ~ is the mass ratio, V is the 
resultant velocity, and w is reference frequency. 
(30) 
( 31 ) 
( 32) 
In the previous section, the angle of attack and its derivatives were 
given explicitly for sinusoidal oscillations. However, a structure performs a 
more general motion. lherefore, it is required to calculate the angle of 
attack (a), the nondimensional time rate (A) and the decay parameter (aw), 
for an arbitrary motion. This is given below. 
At any time step n, the velocities tangential and perpendicular to the 
leading edge are given by (see fig. 7) 
Up = h t x~ + V sin (~o + ~) (33) 
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( 34 ) 
from which the instantaneous angle of attack is given by 
~n ~ arctan (~~) ( 35a) 
With th's instantaneous angle of attack, the parameter A and ~w are deter -
mined by using the following equations: 
(A) = 
n 
1d~L 
( d s ) -
n 
using the backward difference scheme, and 
where 
X 
n 
X 
n- 1 
y 
n- 1 
e 
2 
- 0.3 (l - M ) (~s) 
e 
(35b) 
(35c) 
1-0.16S(~ - ~ 1) 
n n-
n (35d) I- 0.33S (~ - ~ 1) 
n n-
where c is th e chord, Un -is the veloc ·,ty normal to ttle leading edge at 
time step n, and sub scripts n, (n -1), etc., indi cate the values at the n, 
(n -1) th step in a step- by step integration method. 
For the se aerodynamic parameters, ~, A, ~w' the lift and moment coeffi -
cients (about quarter chord) are calculated from the dynamic stall models fI 
and B described earlier. lhen the aerodynamic normal force and moment coeffi -
c i ents about the ela s tic axis ar e given by 
c 
m 
= c + mc/4 
where cmc/~ is the moment coefficient calculated about quarter chord 
(36) 
( 37) 
po i nt. In the case of dynamic stall model C, the stall parameters appearing 
in equations (20a) to (20e) are calculated using the above aerodynamic parame -
te r s, and the differential equations (20a) to (20e) are integrated along with 
th e structural equations given in equation (32). A state vector form of this 
combined structural/stall model is given in section A.1 of appendix fl. 
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Plate Model 
lhe governing equations of motion are formulated in terms of normal modes 
of a cantilevered plate. The nonrotating normal modes of the plate are 
obtained from a NAS1RAN analysis. Since any general vibratory motion of the 
plate can be expressed in terms of translation of some reference axis and 
rotation about this reference axis, the plunge and pitch motions are expressed 
about a reference axis. If h(y) is the bending deflection of the reference 
axis at station y, when the blade is vibrating in the ith normal (coupled) 
mode, and n(y) is the rotation about the reference axis, the displacement at 
station y can be expressed as a superposition of the contributions of the 
various normal modes as 
(38) 
where qi(t) is the generalized coordinate, which is a function of time. lhe 
amplitude qi(t) expresses how much of each normal mode is introduced into the 
general vibratory motion. The kinetic energy dT of an element dY is 
1 . 2 2 dl = 2 [m(y)h(Y,t) ~ In(y)a(y,t) + S (y)h(y,t)a(y,t)] (39) 
Substituting for hand n and integrating over the span the total kinetic 
energy is given by 
1 
where 
with the normality condition 
![mhihj ~ lnninj ~ S (hinj + nihj)] dy 
lhe potential energy is 
U 12: 2 2 .: -2 m.w. q1' 
_ 1 1 
o 
where wi is the circular frequency of vibration in the ith normal mode. 
lhen the governing equations of motion can be written as 
•• 2 
m.q. + m.wi q. = Qi 1 1 1 1 
where Qi is the generalized force including aerodynamic forces. 
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(40) 
( 41) 
(42) 
(43) 
( 44) 
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Aerodynamic Velocity Expressions 
In the present study, simple strip theory is used to calculate the blade 
velocities and forces. Therefore the plate is divided into a number of strips 
(segments). For a flat - plate with no pretwist, the velocities at each segment 
are given by the same expressions as for a typical section model. Therefore 
the angle of attack is given by equation (33), after expressing h and a 
motions in terms of normal modes. lhen cl and cmc /4 are calculated from 
any of the dynamic ~tall models described earlier. The lift and moment coef -
ficients at this segment are given by equation (36), from which the actual 
lift and moment are calculated. Then the generalized force at segment, j, in 
ith mode is given by 
fij = (hi (y)L + ai(y) M) dl (46) 
where dl is the length of the segment, Land M 
jth segment, and hi (y) and ai(y) are values of 
of t he jth ~egment. 
are the lift and moment at 
h and a at the center 
lhe total generalized force on the blade for ith mode is given by 
f .. lJ 
whe re N is the number of segments, the structure is divIded into. lhe 
equations of motion are solved for this time ~tep. 
( 47) 
It should be noted that for ~tall model C, the lift and moment coeffi -
cients are given in the form of differential equations, and the combined 
~tructura l/stall model has to be solved for each time ~tep. For a plate (con -
t in uum) model, the number of equations in the combined ~tructural/~tall model 
depend not only on the number of normal modes used, but al~o on the number of 
segment s into whIch the blade is divid ed. A ~tate vector form of this com· 
bined structural/~tall model for model C is given in ~ection A.2 of appendix B. 
RlSULIS AND DISCU SS ION 
lhe numerical results of the ~tudy are presented in this section. lhe 
three aerodynamic stall models explained earlier are used for comparative 
studies. lhe re~ults and discussion are performed for three Simple structural 
model~: ("I) iln i'>olated a'irfoil o~c ·llla ting sinuso ·idally in pitch about 
quarter chord; (2) a typical ~ection model performing pitching and plunging 
oscillations; and (3) a flat · plate model performing pHching and plunging 
oscillations. A computer program with these dynamic stall models and struc -
tural model,> has been developed and will be expanded to consider the aero -
ela'> tic respon~e of advanced turboprops. The following results show the 
validity of the computer program and an asse~sment of the three dynamic stall 
models. the experimental data presented in this report was obtained from 
enlarged publi'>hcd plots. 
In thi,> '>tudy all the calculations are made for three iirfoils, namely 
NACA 0012, NACA 0012 (MOD) and OA212, and for Ma ch numbers of 0.3 and 0.4, 
since the serni · ernp'lrical data is readily available for these Mach numbers . As 
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pointed out earlier, the dynamic stall effects vary with airfoil geometry and 
Mach number. However, the following comment can be made for stall at higher 
Mach numbers. The static stall angle decreases as the Mach number increases 
and the blade may stall earlier than at low Mach numbers. [xperimental data 
of reference 56 showed that for Mach number equal to 0.6 there is shock -
induced separation and stall. the dynamic data suggested that the formation 
of shock waves somehow inhibit the development of the vortex shedding process. 
At this pint, a mention of the effects of other parameters on dynamic 
~tall is in order. Experimental results of reference 7 indicated that, (1) 
increasing reduced frequency decreases the intensity of the dynamic stall 
vortex shedding and delays the formation and growth of the leading edge 
vortex, (2) cambering the leading edge tends to delay stall onset, (3) the 
higher the Reynold's number, the later the separation appears and develops, 
(4) sweep reduces dynamic stall effects, (5) the effect of decrease in thick · 
ness is similar to the effect of an increase in Mach number, and (6) cascades 
reduce dynamic ~tall effect. The dynamic stall effects also depend on mean 
angle and amplitude of oscillation. 
It should be noted that when comparing with published results some quan · 
titative differences may exist since the dynamic stall loads are sensitive to 
airfoil static data used . For completeness, the static data (cl and cmc /4 
versus a), and the dynamic stall data for the airfoils mentioned above are 
given in appendices Band C. When comparing results from model C with those 
obtained from model A and model S, it should be noted that model C involves 
integration of lift and moment equation simultaneously with structural 
equations. 
Isolated Airfoil Oscillating ill Pitch About Quarter Chord 
yerifJ.~~J:i..QlL.91~ QuQJisheQ.. r~~.!!.li.i. - The intention here is to verify 
the published results and to check whether the dynamic stall models are cor -
rectly implemented in the computer program. 
stall model A: In reference 3~, this model was applied to four airfoils, 
namely the V~3010 · 1.58, NACA 0012(MOD), V13006 .7, and NACA 0006, and the 
theoretical and measured lift and moment coefficients were correlated. In the 
correlation, a variation in the mean angle of attack, amplitude of oscillation, 
Mach numbers, and reduced frequency was considered. The test data included 
forced pitch oscillations for the four airfoils and plunging oscillations for 
the V23010 l.J8 airfo'll. It was concluded that overall correlation between 
theory and test was good for the normal force coefficient and was acceptable 
for pitchIng moment coefficient. 
To facilitate interpretation of analytical model A, the lift and moment 
coefficients are calculated herein and are shown in figures 8 and 9 along with 
the measured data. the NACA 0012(MOD) airfoil in pilching motion at 0.4 Mach 
number is considered. Figure 8 presents the plots for a mean angle of 9.93°, 
amplitude of osci Ilation of 4.65° at a reduced frequency of 0.064 and figure 9 
presents for a mean angle of 12.25°, amplitude of 4.8°, and a reduced fre -
quency of 0.126. the figures reproduce the corresponding ones presented in 
reference 35 . It can be seen from these figures that (1) the lift coefficient 
is predicted well, (2) the maximum moment coefficient has not been obtained 
for the case of k ~ 0.126, and (3) moment loops are not reproduced correctly. 
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A close examination of the results 'n reference 35 for other airfoils, and for 
other flow conditions revealed that the prediction is good for thin , airfoils 
at low reduced frequency and the maximum moment coefficient is not predicted. 
stall model B: Reference 38 presents synthesized lift and moment loops 
for 13 data sets comprising different ,airfoils (SC1095, NACA 0012, V0012, VR7, 
NLR · l, V2301 · 1 .58, Yawed 0012), Mach numbers (0.18 to 0.6), reduced frequen . 
cies (0.0 to 0.38) and Reynold's numbers 2.5 to 6.2 million). In the present 
report NACA 0012 is chosen to verify the program. Figures 10 and 11 present 
lift and moment loops for two cases. The cases represent different mean 
angles, amplitude, and reduced frequency at 0.3 Mach number and Reynold's num· 
ber of 3,8 million. lhe steady ~tate · data for this airfoil is obtained from 
an analytical curve fit program available in G400PROP computer code (ref. 57). 
lhe static stall angle for Mach number 0.3 is 12°. The lift loops from this 
model show good correlation with experimental data over the upper portion 
(up~troke) but the present program under predicts the lift coefficient in the 
returning stroke. But the published results in reference 38 showed good com· 
parison even in the down stroke. lhe reason for this discrepancy between the 
present theor e tical results and those of reference 38 is not known at this 
time of writing . However, it should be noted that in a response analysis, one 
is interested in calculating the maximum lift obtained in dynamic stall. So 
the predicted loops are assumed satisfactory for this purpose. The moment 
loops show good correlation with the theoretical and experimental loops of 
reference 38, In contrast to lift loops during the down stroke, the moment 
loops behave well throughout the cycle. The good correlation for lift and 
moment loops may not be surprising s'lnce the model is actually experimental 
da ta, reconstructed by analytical curve fitted expressions, which naturally 
takes into account all the events that occur in a dynamic ~tall process. 
stall model C: The ONlRA model was first fitted for the OA212 airfoil 
(ref. 39). lh'ls a'irfoil has a lift stall angle of 10° and a moment stall 
angle of 6°. lhe results are presented for a Mach number of 0.3 and reduced 
frequency of 0.05, wHh amplitude of oscillation of 6° for mean angles of 
attack of 12 0 and 14°. lhe governing equations are solved using a fourth 
order Runge Kulta method. figures '12 and 13 with de s ignation "a" show the 
lift loops obld'ined fr om this nlod e l with and wHhout sta ll delay for mean 
angles of 12° and l~o. lhe model with stall delay predicted the maximum lift 
coefficient wel I. lhe lift loops calculated herein are in good agreement with 
corresponding ones in reference 39. lhe moment loop s for the same ca se s are 
presented in figures 12 and 13 with des'lgnation "b". Again, the results show 
good corre lation with those published in reference 39. Introducing stall 
delay did not improve the corre lation since the rang e of angle of attack 
~tud'ied is well above the mOiIiCrtt ~tall angle of 6°. It is interesting to note 
that the montr.'rtt curves (even the exper'lnlental ones) did not show any loops for 
thi~ a 'irfoil, 
~l-!!!lppri') .on of. th.~ ~h.!ee mQ..l]i~5.t~IjJ. mo_d.~~_ J.Q!'. Q. si.r1.9.Le aisJ,qiJ. - In 
this section , the lhree dynamic stall models are applied for a particular air 
foil. In th'ls ca'>c, NAC/\ 0012 airfoil, at Mach number = 0.3, and Reynold's 
number of 3.8 million is considered. 
for NACA 0012 airfoil, the lift loops from model B are presented earlier, 
and thcy are ca lculated here for model s A and C. In generating thes e plots, 
lhe stat'lc sta ll angle for lift is ac;')urned as 12° for models A and B, and 14° 
for model C. To compare all these results, all three loops are shown in 
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figures 14 to 17, for four cases by varying the mean angle of attack, amp 1 itude 
of oscillation, and reduced frequency. These cases are listed below. 
Case 1 : ao 10° a 10° , k 0.0480 
Case 2: ao 12° , a 10°, k O.O97~6 
Case 3 : ao 12° , a 8°, k 0.12528 
Case 4 : ao 15° , a 5° , k 0.15106 
lhe measured lift loops are also included in figures 14 to 17. The plots 
obtained from dynamic stall models A, B, and C are designated by a, b, and c, 
respectively. To facilitate comparison, the experimental plots are also shown 
in the figures. 
Figure 14 shows the lift loops obtained for case 1. All three stall 
models predict the loops reasonably well for this reduced frequency of 0.048. 
Even the simplest model, model A, gives a very good correlation between theory 
and experiment. Model B, as mentioned in the previous section underpredicts 
the lift coefficient during the down stroke. The ONERA model, model C, 
predicts a high lift coefficient compared to models A, B, and experiment. 
lhis may be due to the assumption of high static stall angle for the airfoil, 
and may be due to the numerical procedure required in integrating the 
equations. 
Figure 15 presents the plots for case 2. The reduced frequency for this 
case is approximately twice that for the previous case. The amplitude of 
oscillation is 10°, as in the previous case. It can be seen from plot la l 
that model A did not qualitatively reproduce the experimental curve, even 
though the maximum lift coefficient is reasonably well predicted. Since the 
area of the loop represents the energy transfer, or damping in the system, 
this model underpredicts the damping. Models Band C predict the loop 
reasonably well. 
Figure 16 shows the lift loops obtained for case 3. lhe reduced frequency 
and the amplitude of oscillation are 0.125 and 8° respectively. Models A and 
C predict a larger maximum lift coefficient and model B predicts a lower maxi -
mum lift coefficient compared to experiment. 
Figure 17 shows the plots for case 4. lhe reduced frequency is 0.151, 
and the amplitude of oscillation is 5°. It is surprising to note that model A 
predicts the lift loop reasonably well compared to experiment. Model C pre -
dicts a larger lift loop. 
An overall comparison of the figures 14 to 17 indicate that all three 
dynamic stall models predicted the lift loops reasonably well for the cases 
considered. However, the following note is in order regarding the application 
of model C. lhe parameters in model C have been evaluated from tests con -
ducted at small amplitude of oscillation (~lO). Here the model has been 
used for predicting lift at high amplitude of oscillation (~5°). This model 
is expected to give still better correlation with experimental data when used 
in a small amplitude of oscillation environment, such as that exists for pro-
pellers and compressors. Models A and B do not have such restrictions on 
formulation and use. 
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Moment Coefficient 
Figures 18 to 21 show the moment loops obtained from models A and B. 
Specifically, in these figures, plots (a) and (b) show the loops obtained from 
models A and B, respectively. Since the moment data is not available for 
NACA 0012 from the ONERA fit, loops from this model are not shown. lhe plots 
are presented for mean angles of attack of 10°, 12°, and lSo, amplitude of 
oscillation of 10° and 5°, and reduced frequencies of 0.09756, 0.09633, and 
0.151. An overall observation of the figures 18 to 21 shows that the moment 
loops are not predicted well by model A. lhe experimental data shows three 
loops. Model A predicts only two loops. Since the area of the curve is pro -
portional to the damping in the system (or energy di ssi pated/absorbed), stall 
response curves from model A may not be accurate. For model B, there is a 
very good correlation between calculated and measured results. lhis should be 
expected with this model, because these loops are curve · fitted to experimental 
data. 
Acroelastic Response Studies with DynamIc Stall Model s 
lhe following sections present the results of the response study conducted 
with two structural models, a typical section model and a plate model. Both 
models perform plunging and pitching os cillations. for a given airfoil, the 
comparison of the limit cycle behavior with both pit ching and plunging oscil 
lations from the three dynamIc stall models would have been ideal. However, 
the moment data is not available for NACA 0012 from model C, for a comparative 
study. lherefore respo nse from plunging only is considered for comparison 
purpose of the ttlree dynam'lc stall models. However, for models A and B, both 
plunging and pitching are considered and compared. lhe governing equations 
are solved by the Wil so n e met hod (ref. S9). lhis met hod assumes a linear 
variation of acceleration between two time steps. lhe method is an implicit 
integration method and is unconditionally stable. 
PI~O~Ltn_g rT)Q.tioD_only,- - The NACA 0012 airfoil at a Mach number of 0.3 is 
considered for the numerica l study. lhe response curves are obtained for zero 
initial cond -It -lons wHh a t'lme step equa l to or less than the 1/10th of the 
minimum period of oscillation. the vdriation of the angle of atlack with time 
is given by 0. = 0.0 ~ ti/v, wh ere h is the plunging displacement. 
lypical Section Model 
lhe govern 'lng different'lal equation for this case is equation (30). lhe 
values of th e pdramctcrs 'In the equation are, mass ratio, ~ ~ n, w = 40.0 
rad/sec, and Wh ~ SS.9 rad/sec. Figure 22 shows the variation of plunging 
displacement with time at an initial angle of attack of 4.5° obtained from the 
three models. lhe response from the three models showi a converging trend 
towards a stcdCJy value. Figure 23 shows the variation of plunging displacement 
with time wh en the initial angle of attack is lSo. lhe models pred'ict differ -
ent behavior. Model A shows a small amplitude limit cycle behavior, model B 
shows a con verged solution.lhis is due to the fact that model B includes 
unsteady aerodynamic effects, and hence predicts a high er stall flult e r speed. 
Model C shows a h'lgh amplHude 1'lmH cycle behavior since the model i.1 general 
overpredicts the lift for this airfoil as shown in the previous section. 
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Plate Model 
Equation (44) is the governing equation of motion for this case with 
1. The values of ml. and Wl are 0.972xl0- 5 lb - sec 2/in. and 
999.0 rad/sec. Figures 24 and 25 present the plunging response obtained from 
the plate model. Figure 24 shows the response obtained from the three dynamic 
stall models for an initial angle of attack of 4.5°. All three dynamic stall 
models predict a converging solution. Figure 25 shows the response obtained 
for an initial angle of aLtack of 15°. The behavior is as that predicted 
above for the typical section model. 
lypical Section Model 
lhe governing equations for this combined bending and torsion are given 
by equation (32). lhe numerical stud y is conducted for the following 
structural parameters. 
l.I = 76.0. ah = - 0.15. 
55.9 rad/sec, 64.1 rad/sec. 
0.0. b -= 0.127 m (5") 
For these values, the mod e l has both inertial coupling and aerodynamic cou-
pling between the plunging and pitching motions. Before starting the response 
analysis. it was necessary to find the acroelastic parameters corresponding to 
a neutrally stable condition. Hence, a cla\sical flutter analysis was per -
formed in the frequency domain by using two - dimr nsional unsteady aerodynamic 
theory. lhis predicted the fluLter speed, VF, as 27.46 m/c;ec (90.1 ft/sec), 
and reduced frequency, kF' as 0.27624. lhe corresponding velocity parameter, 
* UF' is given by 
* UF 
, 3.3/]) 
and this flutter speed corresponds to a Ma ch number of 0.0811. 
In the present time dOflldin analysis, the response analysis was carried out 
by varying u*, keeping the values of other parameter s constant. The c;tatic 
daLa corresponds to a NACA 0012 airfoil, at a Mach number of 0.3 and Reynold's 
number of 3.8 mill·lon. "'he static stall angle ["or th;'; airfoil is 12°. "!he 
initial conditions are taken as ~' = 0., ~ = 0 .• a' -= 0., and a = 0.01 rad. 
A time step equal to or les s than 1/10Lh of the minimum period of oscillation 
is used 'I n the calc.ulations. 
Figure ?6a shows the variation of pitching displdcement with time when 
the airroil is at an initial angle of 4.5°, oblained from model A. It should 
be noted that for this angle of attack, which is below the static stall angle, 
the aerodynamic theory in model A corre~ponds to quasi steady theory. The 
plot shows three graphs Hat correspond to U* .: 2.50,2.6 "15 and 2. -/S. The 
graph correc;pondi ng to U* .: 2.50. shows converging oscillations. whereas 
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the one for U* = 2.675, shows sinusoidal oscillations. This is assumed to 
be indicating neutral stability, since the angle of attack variation for this 
case is well below the static stall angle. The graph for U* = 2.75, shows 
diverging oscillations. The value of U* = 2.675 is taken as the one cor-
responding to the flutter speed. This is 21 percent less than the value pre-
dicted from unsteady theory, showing that quasi - steady theory underpredicts 
the flutter speed. Figure 26b shows the variation of plunging displacement 
with time. It exhibits the same behavior as the pitching displacement. 
Figure 27 shows the response curves obtained from model B for the same 
structural parameters and for the same initial angle of attack. It should be 
noted that the unsteady parameters (below stall) available for NACA 0012 at a 
Mach number of 0.3 are used in the response calculation. Figure 27a shows two 
graphs that correspond to U* = 3.17, and 3.18. The graph corresponding to 
U* = 3.17, shows converging oscillations, whereas the one for U* = 3.18, 
shows diver~ing oscillations indicating instability of the motion. Hence the 
value of U = 3.175 corresponds to flutter speed. This is 6 percent less 
than the value predicted from unsteady theory in the frequency domain. 
Figure 27b shows the variation of plunging displacement with time for the same 
parameters as above. It exhibits the same behavior as the pitching 
displacement. 
Figures 28 and 29 show the response curves obtained from models A and B 
for an initial angle of attack of 15°. This is above the static stall angle 
of 12° for NACA 0012. The other parameters used in stalled airloads calcula-
tion are Re = 3.8 million and Mach number = 0.3. 
Figure 28 shows the variation of pitching displacement with time when the 
airfoil is at an initial angle of 15°. Figure 28a is the response curve 
* obtained from model A. The plot shows two graphs that correspond to U 
equal to 0.1 and 0. 2. Both the graphs show that the transients (due to non · 
zero initial acceleration and nonzero initial displacement) die out in a 
certain amount of time and then the oscillation starts growing indicating 
unstable oscillations. It is seen from figure 28a that the time for the 
transients to die out is inversely proportional to the velocity parameter, 
U*. Response curves generated with zero initial conditions (zero velocity 
and zero di spl ac ement), not shown here, indicated that the oscillations start 
to d1 verge immediately. 1his indicates that flutter begins essentially at 
zero speed compared to U* = 2.75 at an initial angle of 4.5°. However, 
this phy sica lly unreasonable result is not surprising, since this model did 
not predict the moment loops correctly for this airfoil which resulted in 
negative damping. 
Figure 28b is the response curve obtained from model B, for the same 
structural and aerodynamic parameters. The plot shows two graphs, one for 
* * * U = 0.45 and the oth er for U = 0.5. The graph for U = 0.45 shows decay -
ing oscillations indicating stable oscillations. lhe graph for U* = 0.5 shows 
that the airfoil is set into a limit cycle behavior. lhe decay of the transi -
ent and the motion being set into a limit cycle is more clearly seen here, 
compared to that shown in figure 28a obtained from model A. The critical 
* stall flutter speed corresponds to U = 0.475, the average of the above two 
values. This is 85 percent reduction in flutter speed compared to 3.175 at an 
initial angle of 4.5° . 
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Figure 29 shows the variation of plunging displacement with time, and it 
shows the same variation with time as pitching motion for both the models. 
Plate Model 
lhe response of the plate is analyzed using normal modes. lhese normal 
modes are obtained from a NAS1RAN analysis. The plate is 3 in. in length, 
1 in. in width (chord) and 0.05 in. thick. The material density is 
2.6xlO- 4 lb sec 2/in4, Young's modulus 7.89xl0 6 lb/in 2 and Poisson's ratio 0.3. 
lhe analysis used QUAD4 elements. In the present study, two normal modes are 
used in the analysis. For this problem, the first and second normal modes are 
essentially the first bending and the first torsion modes. From the NAS1RAN 
analysis, the first two generalized masses are 0.9i20xlO- 5 lb sec 2/in. and 
0.161xlO- 5 lb sec 2/in., and the corresponding frequencies are 999.2 rad/sec 
and 5860.55 rad/sec. The NACA 0012 airfoil at Mach number 0.3 is considered 
for the aeroelastic study. lhe governing equations of motion are given by 
equation 44. lhe response is calculated with the following initial conditions: 
, , 
ql = ql .= q2 = 0.0 and q2 = 0.01, where ql and represent the first two 
normal coordinates and ql and q2 their derivative with nondimensional time. 
lhe variation of the normal coordinates with time is shown in figures 30 to 33. 
~igure 30 shows the variation of the first normal coordinate (the first 
bending mode) with time when the flow is approaching the plate at an initial 
angle of attack of 4.5°. Since the initial angle of attack is below static 
stall angle (12° for this airfoil), the response is a quasi - steady response 
for model A. Both models predict the same qualitative behavior, even though 
model B predicts a slightly lower amplitude due to unsteady effects included 
in the model. lhe response is seen to decay indicating an approach to steady 
displacement. Figure 31 shows the variation of the second normal coordinate 
(first torsion) with time at the same initial angle of attack. lhe response 
again seen converging to a steady valu e. 
F',gures 32 and 33 show the var'lation of first and second normal coor di 
nates, respectively, with t",me wh en the illit -ial angle of attack ', s 15°, which 
is above the sLatic stall ang -Ie . Both mod e ls pred",ct a diverging type of 
oscillation. lhis means lhat the plate is unsl able for this initial angle of 
altack. Further investigation is required to predict the stall flutter bound -
ary from both models with other initial angles of attack varying from 4. 5° to 
15°. However, it can be noted from previou s sections that model B predicts a 
higher initial angle of aLtack than model A for the plate to become unstable. 
DISCUSSiON OF ADVANClD lURBOPROP APPLICAI iON 
lhe theory and the computer program presented in this report can be 
directly applied to predict the response of an advanced turboprop with dynamic 
stall. However, proper blade data for the advanced turboprop airfoil is 
needed. Figure 34 shows the airfoil section di stribution for SR2 advanced 
turboprop. lhe thickness ratio (t/b), twist (oB), design lift coefficient 
(CLD), and planform (biD) distribution were established to provide for high 
efficiency. lhe airfoil sections u)ed are NACA 16 series from tip to the 
45 percent radius portion, and 65 series with circular arc (CA) camber lines 
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from 37 percent radius to the root with a transition fairing in between. 
lhese airfoils have been chosen for their high critical Mach number and wide, 
low drag buckets. This necessitates generation of static and dynamic data for 
a number of airfoils along the radius. 
lhe operating conditions of the advanced turboprop indicate that the 
advanced turboprop blades are subject to high frequency, low amplitude oscil -
lations. This is a favorable condition for light dynamic stall, since the 
penetration of the airfoil into stall is small, and the duration in the stall 
condition is small, even when it is operating at static stall angles. lhis 
does not allow the boundary layer to reach the leading edge or the formation 
of a vortex like disturbance. This implies that models A and C may predict 
the stall behavior of advanced turboprop reasonably well. Also as mentioned 
in earlier sections, model C has been formulated under the assumption of small 
amplitude. From the theoretical analysis point of view, boundary- layer meth -
ods, rather than full Navier - Stokes solutions may be sufficient for advanced 
turboprop application. However, it should be cautioned that light dynamic 
stall is very sensitive, to airfoil shape, particularly, and to the leading 
edge radius. Depending on this radius, the flow may separate at the leading 
edge and may result in deep stall. It is worthwhile here to mention the con -
clusions drawn from an experimental study of stall flutter characteristics of 
NACA 16 series in reference 60. The study indicated that: (1) an increase in 
camber, thickness ratio or design lift coefficient increases the static stall 
angle, (2) an increase in leading edge radius or in the droop hds a slightly 
detrimental effect on stall, and (3) an addition of trailing edge camber 
increases normal force coefficient before stall. 
An extens·lve literature search has found that no static data at and 
beyond stall and no dynamic data exists for 16 series airfoil. Hence the 
fol l owing procedure i s recommended to obtain static and the dynamic data to 
use for advanc ed turboprop analysis. Generate the steady data and a s·lngle 
dyn amic loop data for a representative NACA 16 series airfoil using Navier -
Stokes solution methods (ref. 17). lhen develop the ONE.RA dynamic stall model 
from the data obtained from the Navier Stokes code. Use this ONE.RA Navier -
Stokes model to calculate the stall induced loads at all sections along the 
rad i us when the angle of altack exceed~ the sLatic stall angle. lhen compare 
th e response of the advanced turboprop obtained from the ONE.RA Navier · Stokes 
dynamic s tall model, and model A. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
lhr ee dynami c stall models are compared for performance and easy imple -
mentat io n. 1he response of a typical sect 'lon model and a plate model are 
studied for these stall models. lhe procedure and the computer program can be 
directly used to analyze the response of advanced turboprops with dynamic 
s ta 11. 
In ,>ummary: 
1. All three dynamic stall models are implemented in a computer program 
and the program is checked out. 
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2. All three dynamic stall models are applied to a single airfoil to cal -
culate lift and where possible moment loops, and the strong and weak points of 
these models in predicting the stall behavior are identified and discussed. 
3. Stall flutter response is calculated by using all three dynamic stall 
models and two structural models. 
4. A formulation for the stall flutter analysis code for advanced turbo -
prop is suggested. 
lhe following conclusions are drawn from this study: 
1. lhe operating environment of an advanced turboprop favors the condi -
tion of light stall, where the vortex induced loads are not very severe. 
lherefore, simple dynamic stall models like model A and model C can be used 
for advanced turboprop application. 
2. lhe ONE~~ model, model C, involves fewer parameters in modeling the 
dynamic stall model than the synthesis procedure, model B. Model A involves 
only one empirical parameter but must be tested for advanced turboprop air -
foils and h'lgh frequency low amplitude oscillations that occur in advanced 
turboprops. 
3. lhe differential form of the ONlRA model suggests that it could be 
used in a linearized stability analysis. 
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APPE.NOIX A 
AEROlLASl IC EQUAl IONS WI1H ONlRA DYNAMIC SlALL MODEL (MODlL C) 
lhis appendix presents the state vector form of the comb1ned structural -
stall model for a typical section model and a plate model with ONE.RA dynamic 
stall model (model C) . 
A. l lypical Section Model 
lhe governing equations of the typical section are given by equation (32), 
and can be written as (with multiplication factors absorbed into the 
matrices )+ 
[M] ~ ~" .. [C) 
CL p \ 
t [K] 
[
. cos CL 
= (a
h 
.. 0 .) )C05 CL 
o 0] ~ c 9. l 
2.0 (c mc / 4 (A.l.l) 
where CL is the angle of attack, and operator () I indicates derivative 
w1th respect to f ( = wt). 
From ONlR~ formulation, c9. and cmc /4 are given by equations (20c) 
and (20f) as 
+Note 1: CLp is the pitching degree of freedom, sub scrip t p is used to 
di)tinguish it frorn CL, the instantaneous angle of altack. 
Note 2: lhe transformation from the operator ()* to () is ()* ~ k() I, 
wb 
where k -= V' tu = reference frequency, b is semi · chord and V is reference 
velocity. 
Note 3: the multiplication factors include 0.5 pV 2c and 0.5 pv 2c2 to get 
actual lift and mOlnent. 
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2.0 
t [K] ~ [C] [M] 
1 .0 0.0 0.0 
o ~ [1. a 
C
M 
I ~ to. 0 0.0 0. 0 1 . a (f\.1 . 3) 
Let 
[-COS" 00] ToO 1 .0 0 . 0 0.0 00] f\5 ~ (a
h 
~ 0 . 5) C05 n and B5 2 .0 0.0 0 .0 0.0 1 . a 0 . 0 
CI.l 
C1 ? 
~ ~ l; 
v I I [M J ~ [C] I" [K] ['\ J ~ [ 13 r. 1 C1? ( f\ " "I "~ ) 
eMI 
J 
np np np 
CM!, 
I 
"I " C II L 1.2. Cu ~ k Cli k 
~ 
"L'>LO ~ ClLn .~ 5 ko L 
II aL I 
r l 
0 0 ( k2, > "') CI 2 t k CL2 ~ CL2 I'lC l t 2 L k 
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(1\.1.':» 
where subscripts Land Mare u'>ed to ind 'lcate lHt Jnd moment (oeffi c 'ic:nt<:.. 
Combining equations (1\.1.4) and (1\.1.S) and wrHing 'it in '>tate vccLor 
form, we obta·ln 
------ --------------------------
A.2 Plate Model (Continuum Model) 
The governing equations of motion, formulated in terms of normal coordi -
nates, are given by equation 44 as 
i = 1,2, ... NM (1\.2.1) 
where mi, wi, qi, Oi are respectively the generalized mass, circular fre -
quency, normal coordinate, generalized force in ith normal mode, and NM is 
the number of normal modes used in the analysis. 
The generalized force, Qi, is given by the following equation 
(A.2.2) 
where L(y,t) and M(y,t) are the normal force and pitching moment at y at 
time t, ~ is the length of the plate, hi and ai are the normal modes in 
plunging and pitching in ith mode. 
Let the plate be divided into N number of segments. Then Oi can be 
evaluated as 
N 
O. ; L: [h.(Y.)dY.L.(y.,t) t- a : (Y.)dY.M.(y.,t)] 
1 j =l 1 J J J J 1 J J J J (A.2.3) 
where j ind1cates the jth segment, dYj is the length of the jth 
segment, hi(Yj) and a;(Yi) are the normal modal values at station 
Yj . Equation (A.2.1) for NM normal modes can be written as 
[M]{q} T [K]{q} = {O} 
where 
[M] = rml , m2, ... m;, ... mN~ , 
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The vector {Q} 1s g1ven by 
Number of segments 
Q1 iI"1(Y1)d Y1 0.1 ( Y 1 ) d Y 1 
E , 
0.2(Y1 )dY1 Q2 ~ h2(Y1 )dY1 
'" E 
L-
0 
<= 
..... 
0 
Q; L- h; (Y1 )dY1 0.;(y1)dY1 
'" .c E 
:::J 
z 
QNM ! hNM(y1)dY1 o.NM(y1)dY1 
or 
.. 
h1(y 2)dY 2 0.1(y 2)dY 2 
h2(y 2)dY 2 0.2(y 2)dY 2 
h1(y2)dY 2 Q.1(y 2)dY 2 
hNM (y 2)dY 2 o.NM(y 2)dY 2 
x 
{O} -= [86] {F} 
h1(yN)dY N 
h2(yN)dY N 
h1(yN)dY N 
hNM(yN)dY N 
L1(y1,t) 
M1 (y 1 ' t) 
L2(y 2,t) 
M2(y 2,t) 
Lj(yj,t) 
Mj(yj,t) 
o.l(yN)dYN 
0.2(yN)dY N 
o.;(yN)dY N 
Q.NM(yN)dY N 
NM * 2N 
(A.2 . 4 .1) 
2N * 1 
(i\.2.4.?) 
-I he lift and moment at eac h se gment are related to lh e ir coe fficierlts as 
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Ll 
Ml [AS] 
L2 
M2 [A5] 
L. 
J 
Mj [A 5 ] 
LN 
MN [1\ ] :J 
or 
'!he coeffic 'lenls 
g 'ivcn by 
( Q. 1 
cm'! 
c 2. 2 
c
m2 
( Q.j 
c 
rnN 
0 
CM11 
0 
CM12 
0 
CM,! j 
0 
CM 'I N 
( Q.l· ( ml. 
[\] 
[A5~ c 2. 1 0 0 0 
c
m1 
[5J (2.2 0 0 0 
c
m2 
I- (A.2 . 5) 
[A1J ( Q.j 0 0 0 
(mj 
[5N] 
(Q.N 
0 0 0 
( 
mN 
{F} .., {i'c,p} t [fl5P]lX} 
. .. (Q.j. c mj of each segment are 
L 1 
[B52] L2 
(fI. 2.6) 
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or 
where Z 
Here A5. and B5. are the A5 and B5 matr1ces of jth segment defined 
J J 
ear11er 1n Sect10n A.l. lhe vector Zj 1s given by equat10n A.l.5 for each 
segment. Subst1tut1ng from equat10ns A.l.5, A.2.6, A. 2.5, A.2.4 1nto 
equat10n A.2.1, and wr1t1ng 1n state vector form, the final equat -ions are 
g1ven by A. 2.7, g1ven below. 
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where kl, k2, 
each segment. 
kj, ... kN are the values of the reduced frequency for 
lhe Slze of the matrix is (2 x NM + 5N). 
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APPENDIX B 
DYNAMIC SlALL DA1A FOR MODEL B AND MODEL C 
This appendix presents the dynamic stall data for model B and model C 
that is used in generating the hysteresis loops for the NACA 0012 airfoil. 
The Mach number is 0.3 and the Reynold's number is 3.8x100. 
Model B: lhe following data corresponds to data set number 2 in 
reference 38 generated through synthesization method. lhe values of the 
parameters appearing in equations 10 to 19 are given below: 
01/rad '" 1.8347, 
05 = 0.7"154, 
n/rad = - 1 . 782, 
n5 = 0.3402, 
P3 = - 0.1601 
02/rad = 0.2123, 03 = - 0.0301, 
06/rad = 2.842, 07/rad/rad = 7.55/ 
n/rad = - 0.191 , 
no/rad = - 1.40~, 
n3 = - 0.0035, 
n7/rad/rad = - 0.354 
- -
c = 0.125, CAm = 3.04, Cwm - 0.05, CAt = 0.084, 
-
CAR '1 .790, CwR · 0 . 743. 
where ) = ( ) as S . 
04 -= - 0 . 0960, 
n4/rad = - 0.0082, 
Cat 0.0073, 
Model C: Reference 58 generated the lift hysteresis loop for NACA 0012 
aIrfoil using a single experimental loop. lhe values of the parameters 
appearing in equation 20 are given as 
~ = 0.2, s = 0.09, 0 = 0.080 0.131\CL 
CU. - 0 . 01 r 0.114 a 
CLS = CU. , Q. < 10° 
C'-S - 0.01 r 0.114 Q. . 0.013 (Q. - 10. ) 2 10° < Q. < 14° 
CLS 1 .378 t 0.418 (e - 1 . 5(a. 14) 1 ) a > 14° 
Vr 0.20 2 to. 10l'lC L 
0.25 2 a r 0.101'lC L 
E 2 I\C L Cu. CLS - 0. 07l'lC L , 
. . 
Td (stall delay) = 10, (I'ICL = 0.208 t 0.0104 (a- 14)) 
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APPENIHX C 
AIRFOIL SlAl IC DA1A 
In this report three airfoils, namely OA212, NACA 0012, NACA 0012(MOD), 
are used for the aeroelastic response study with dynamic stall. For complete -
ness, the static data of these airfoils are presented below. The data for 
OA212 is presented in polynomial form, and for NACA 0012 and NACA 0012(MOD), 
the data is g1ven in tabular form. 
OA212 a1rfo11: Mach number = 0.3 
Lift coeffic1ent 
0: 
ss 
CU. 
CLS 
CLS 
10° 
7. 1 1f 180 0: 
-, .1 1f ( - O:s s 1-8-6 0: 
7 
100) i L a. ( 1 0: 1 
i -= 1 1 
-, 
L a. 
1 
1.24, al = 0. -124, 
- 0.0017390851, a5 
7.08/9/3x10 · 8 
< 0: < 0: ) 
ss 
(O:ss < 0: < 26) 
( - 26<0: < - 0: ) 
5S 
<12 ' . 0.0630S97, 
0.0001245913, a6 
a3 -= 0.01395201, 
- 4. 68429?5x1 0- 6, 
For angles greater than 26° (or < ~ 6°), this polynomial diverges. 
lherefore, beyond, 10:1> 26°, a con5tant value of L26 is used. 
I\CL " O. for ( 0:5'> < 0: < 0.<,5) 
= CU. - CLS (10:1 > o:ss) 
Moment coefficient 
o:s s 6° 
CM~ ~ t po: 
CMS CM~ ' I\CM 
where ~ -= - 0.006, p ""' - O.OOH.lhe dHferenle 1n the linear extension and 
. true static moment, t,CM, is g1ven below: 
Let 01 -= 6°,°2 -= "\3°,63 -= 14.6°,°4 
lhcn for angl e of attack, 0:, 
between 
- °1 and 0·1 t,CM O. 
(0: 
between 0·, c1 ncl 
°2 t\eM Max 
_ .- . 
(O n 
c 
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20°, Max 0.0155 and Min - 0.056. 
°1 ) 
2 
2 
-
°1 ) 
between 82 and 03 6C M = - Max - 8(a- 82) t [ 3Max 
2 (a - 8 2) __ _ _ _ 4 __ • _ _ 
2 (°3 - 8 2) 
[2Max t (r t q -
between 03 and 84 
wh ere 2Max r = -- -02 - e 
NACA 0012(MOD) airfoil: The data is presented for two Mach numbers. 
lhe c~ and cmc /4 with a are given in a, c~ (or cmc /4) pairs. ass 
is static stall angle, aol is lift curve slope, and aom is moment curve 
slope. a is in degree), c~ and cmc /4 are per degr ee. 
lhe following static data is for a Ma ch number of 0.4. 
Da ta c~/(O.O, 0.0), ("1.74, .196), ( 3.6S, . 414), (5.5S, .651), (7.56, .891), 
(9.48, 1. 081), (11.31, .9S/), (13.35, .853) , (15.15, .812), (19.08, .951), 
( 23.9 4, 1.05"1) 
Data cmc/4/ (0., 0.), (1.74, . . 018), ( 3 .65, .013), (5.55, - .016), 
("1.56, - .001), (9.48, · 0.00 2), (11 . 3·', - .096), (13 . 35, . . 126), (15 .1 5, 
- .I n ), ("19.08, · .152), (23 .94, .Hl2) 
He following sta ti c datah for iJ. Mach numb e r of 0.6. 
Data c~/(O.O, 0.0), ("1.65, . 25 6), (3. 54, .536), (4 .51 , .6"19), (5.6, .768), 
(1.44, .889 ), (9.34 , .9 21 ), (11 .2 6, .9 39), (14 .9 6 , 1.011), (18. 12 , 1.025), 
("18.86, 1.042) 
Data cmc/4/(0 .0 , 0.), (1 .65 ,0.), (3.54, . . 001), (4 .51 , .006), (5.6, .008), 
("/.44, - . OD ), (9.34, - .053), (11.26, - .058), (14.96, - .12 3), (18.12, - .127), 
("18.86, .134), (40., . . 134) 
NACA 0012 airfoil: lhe data i s pre sented for two Mach numbers. The c~ 
and cmc /4 wi th a are given in a, ci (or cmc /4) pairs. ass is static 
stall angle, ao~ is lift curve slope, and aom is moment curve slope . a is in 
degrees, c~ and cmc /4 are per degree. 
He following s tati c data -i s for a Ma ch number of 0.3. 
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Data cl/(O., 0.), (.5, .05b95), (1., .1139), (2.0, .?2l), (4., .452), (5., 
.563), (6., .6/2), (8., .883), (9., .983), (10., 1.0/9), (1 I., 1.1b8), 
("I I . 5, 1. 209), ("I 2 ., 1. 2 ~ b), (1 2 . 5, ·1. 27 5 I), (1 3 ., I. 293), (I 3 . S, 1.?' 8) , 
(14., 1.(29), (14.5, 1 .13l b), (15., 1.Obb), (15.5, 1.0343), (lb . , 1.009l), 
(11., .9(55), (19., .93b9) , (21., .9~8) 
Data cmc/4/(0., 0.), (1., .00002), (2.0, .OOOO~), (4., .000051), (5., .0000:j r. ), 
(b., .0), (b.5, · .000014), (I., .000031), (8., .000051), (9., . . 00(04/), 
(9.5, · .000015), CIO, .OOOO~), (10.5, .00012), (n., .0002B~), ("12 . , 
.00016~), CI2.5, . . 00055b5), (13., . . 0029B5), (13.5, . . 009"14), (14., 
. . 02495), ("15., . . Ob65), (16 . , . . 0/819), (18., . . 08931), (20.0, .098:3<) , 
(22., . . 10855) 
·Ihe following stalic data ·i s for a Mddl number 0.4 . 
~ss ~ 9 ° , do2. ' 8.94~/rad, aom " 0.0015 
o a lac 2. 10 ., 0 . ), (. 5, . a I) 9 2!:l), (I., . ·1 I 8 5), (2. 0, . 23 b 'J (), (4., . 4 b 905 ) , 
(5 . , .5B I' :jl) , (b., .b9(/), (8., .89991), (9., . 99;'(95), (10 . ,1.0/31), 
( I ·1 ., I. I 3 2 I ), ( ·1 I . 5, 1 . I 4 b 4 ), ( ·1 2 . ,I . 1 ~ 59), (1 7. . 5, 1. I I' 9 f), (I 3 . , 
1. ·IOb), (13.5, ·1.09), (14., I.OBb5), (14.5, l.O(51), (15., 1.0/:lb), 
( I 5 . 5, ·1. 0 ~ 33 ), (1 6 ., I. 01 21 ), ( ·1 I . ,I . 0·1 I 2 ), (I 9 . , I. (095), (I' I . , 
1 . 00lS), U5., 1.0043) 
o a l a c III C / 4 10 . , 0.), (I., . 000 I I' 9 4 ~ ), (;.>. () , . 000 I' !) ~J S I ), (~ . , . [) () [) 4 II) 3 4 ) , 
(5 . , . . 000 5414), (b . , .00054151), (0 . 5, .000 501 36), (I., . . 00041' (13 ), 
(B . , .00009/!:l) , (9., . 00054BY/), (9 . ':1, . 00102), (10., .OOI 50J H), (IO. ~) , 
. 00;'> 0 b 9 3), (I I ., . 0 0 ? n 2 4 ), (I? . , . 0 0 (' ] l.), (I 7. . 5 , . 0 I 0 0 I Y ), ("I :L, 
.0 2 ~55H), (D.5, .0~Ob9), (14., . . n5~:l3), (15 . , . . (/13 3 5), (lb . , 
.08(13), (lB . , . 090b55), (/.0 . 0, .0995(4), (1'2., . 1095 3), (1'5 . , .1 ( 641) 
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1ABLE I. - DYNAMIC STALL PREOIC110N ME1HOOS 
Ref er -Method for 
predictions 
Predictive capability 
ence Ir-------------------------------------r------------------------.------------,-------------------~ 
Navier -Slokes 
Oi screte 
vortex 
Zonal 
15 
16 
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18 
19 
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22 
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25 
26 
27 
40 
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~ 
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DYNAM IC STALL MODELS, NACA 0012 AIRFO IL TYPICAL SECTION 
MODEL, 00 = 150, M = 0.3 , ~= 76 . 
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FIGURE 24. - COMPARISON OF PLUNGING DISPLACEMENT FROM THE 
THREE DYNAMI C STALL MODELS . NACA 0012 AIRFOIL . PLATE 
MODEL . 00 = 4.5°. M = 0.3 . 
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FIGURE 25. - COMPARISON OF PLUNGING RESPONSE FROM THE THREE 
DYNAM IC STALL MODELS, NACA 0012 AIRFOIL, PLATE MODEL, 
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FIGURE 27. - RESPONSE OBTAINED FROM MODEL B (TYPICAL SECTION) 
00 = 4.5°. 
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SECTION) a 0 = 150 • 
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FI GURE 29. - PLUNGI NG DISPLACEMENT RESPONSE (TYPICAL 
SECTION) 00 = 150 . 
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FIGURE 30. - FIRST NORMAL COORDINATE RESPONSE. PLATE MODEL. 
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FIGURE 31. - SECOND NORMAL COORDIf,ATE RESPONSE. PLATE 
MODEL. 00 = 4.5°. M = 0.3. 
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